One contribution of 17 to a theme issue 'Heterogeneous materials: metastable and non-ergodic internal structures'.
Anisotropy is an intrinsic feature of most of the human tissues (e.g. muscle, skin or cartilage). Because of this, there has been an intense effort in the search of methods for the induction of permanent anisotropy in hydrogels intended for biomedical applications. The dispersion of magnetic particles or beads in the hydrogel precursor solution prior to cross-linking, in combination with applied magnetic fields, which gives rise to columnar structures, is one of the most recently proposed approaches for this goal. We have gone even further and, in this paper, we show that it is possible to use magnetic particles as actuators for the alignment of the polymer chains in order to obtain anisotropic hydrogels. Furthermore, we characterize the microstructural arrangement and mechanical properties of the resulting hydrogels.
This article is part of a theme issue 'Heterogeneous materials: metastable and non-ergodic internal structures'.
Introduction
Hydrogels are soft materials that can be defined as three-dimensional, hydrophilic networks of flexible chains swollen by water or biological fluids. From a macroscopic physical point of view, hydrogels behave as viscoelastic solids, capable of enduring large mechanical deformations without fracture. This macroscopic feature is accompanied by a large porosity (even larger than 99% in volume) at the microscopic level. As a consequence, provided the required biocompatibility, hydrogels recreate better than any other synthetic biomaterial the extracellular matrix of living tissues. Because of this, hydrogels are the focus of intense research in the materials science field, aiming to applications in biomedicine, especially as scaffolds for the regeneration of tissues by tissue engineering [1] [2] [3] [4] .
In spite of their resemblance to the extracellular matrix of living tissues, currently available synthetic hydrogels present important deficiencies that limit a full development of their potential applications in tissue engineering. Among them, the lack of appropriate mechanical properties and an adequate microstructural arrangement stand out [5] . From a general perspective, we could state that hydrogels with adequate (large) porosity to allow proliferation of cells and diffusion of nutrients and waste in the artificial growing tissues are mechanically too weak. On the contrary, when care is taken (for example, by using strongly cross-linked, concentrated polymer networks) to prepare hydrogels that match the mechanical properties of target tissues, the results are hydrogels with reduced porosity that hinders the proliferation of cells, and thus prevents an appropriate generation of artificial tissues. Several approaches aimed at combining adequate mechanical properties and internal structures have been studied, including the use of inorganic nanomaterials in combination with polymers to strengthen the network without reducing the porosity [6] [7] [8] .
Although, as discussed above, the mechanical strength and degree of porosity of hydrogels intended for applications in tissue engineering are very important factors, not less relevant is their anisotropy, which is an aspect that is usually disregarded in most studies. In fact, most hydrogels are synthesized by homogeneous assembly of building blocks, resulting in isotropic networks, in contrast with most biological systems, such as muscle tissue [9, 10] , skin tissue [11, 12] or cartilage tissue [13, 14] , which present well-defined hierarchical, anisotropic structures. In these tissues, anisotropy plays an essential role, making possible particular processes such as mass transfer, surface lubrication and force generation. As an example, muscle contraction results from the anisotropic disposition of actin-myosin within the sarcomere [9, 10] . Furthermore, it is also well known that other processes, such as cell proliferation, migration and differentiation, are also influenced by the anisotropy of the extracellular matrix of the host tissue [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Unfortunately, the preparation of anisotropic hydrogels by biocompatible processes is a difficult task, which requires the application of directional stimuli to the hydrogels, either during the building steps or after the finalization of the cross-linking process [19] . Examples include the application of mechanical strength [20, 21] , magnetic or electric forces [19, 22, 23] as well as ionic or temperature gradients [19] . The application of mechanical strength is the most common method for inducing anisotropy and it can be easily conducted by subjecting the hydrogel to compression or traction along a given direction. As any viscoelastic material, hydrogels deform in response to mechanical strength, resulting in the appearance of anisotropy. Under certain conditions, the deformation is maintained after the cessation of the strength, resulting in permanent anisotropy. For example, in the work by Scionti et al. [21] , we demonstrated that when fibrin-based hydrogels were subjected to plastic compression between filter nylon membranes, the hydrogels were partially dehydrated resulting in the permanent alignment of the polymer fibres in parallel layers. Similarly, Mredha et al. [20] recently demonstrated that dehydration polymer hydrogels under high tensile stress induced perfectly aligned hierarchical fibrous structures. These anisotropic structures were maintained after cessation of the stress due to the appearance of lateral H-bonds between polymer fibres during drying. Unfortunately, these processes result in a reduction in porosity of the hydrogels and the consequent hindering of cell proliferation, as demonstrated, for example, for fibrin-based hydrogels [24] . In contrast with the case of mechanical strength, directional stimuli by application of electric or magnetic force fields does not require physical contact with the hydrogels, which represents a clear advantage. In these cases (electric or magnetic force fields), the directional stimuli are usually mediated by embedded nanoparticles, able to be oriented in an anisotropic way by the applied fields. A drawback of electric fields is that they may cause undesired electrochemical decomposition of the polymers. On the contrary, magnetic fields can be safely used in the presence of polymers and even living cells [25] . To achieve manipulation of gels by magnetic forces, embedded nanoparticles must be of magnetizable material and their concentration must be high enough. As a consequence, the resulting gel presents a magnetizable character as a bulk. We refer to these systems as magnetic gels (hydrogels when they are water-based) or ferrogels, and from a microscopic point of view, they are just suspensions of magnetic nanoparticles in a network of flexible chains swollen by a fluid [26] [27] [28] . Obviously, ferrogels possess the unique feature among soft matter of being responsive to magnetic fields, which allows not only non-contact manipulation, but also remote modification of their mechanical properties by magnetic fields [25] .
In this paper, we focus on the use of magnetic nanoparticles for the preparation of biocompatible magnetic hydrogels. We will analyse three different cases of magnetic fieldinduced anisotropy. First, a magnetic supramolecular hydrogel, consisting of iron particles and Fmoc-diphenylalanine (Fmoc-FF) peptides that self-assemble by physical interactions in response to pH changes, in which anisotropy is obtained by the initial formation of nanoparticle columnar structures that are integrated within the hydrogel network. Second, a chemically cross-linked magnetic hydrogel, consisting of magnetite nanoparticles embedded in a network of fibrin polymers, in which anisotropy results as a consequence of the alignment during the crosslinking process of polymer fibres attached to magnetic nanoparticles. Finally, a magnetic alginate hydrogel, cross-linked by electrostatic bonding, in which anisotropy is induced by application of a magnetic field either before or after the cross-linking of the system, as a consequence of the tendency of magnetic materials to elongate in the direction of the magnetic field. In all three cases, anisotropy is obtained without dehydration of the sample, which represents a clear advantage with respect to methods based on the application of mechanical stress.
Anisotropic magnetic supramolecular hydrogels
Supramolecular hydrogels composed of short peptides that assemble in response to external stimuli, such as changes in solvent or pH, are excellent candidates for biomedical applications [29] [30] [31] . The inherent biocompatibility and biodegradability of peptides is one of the main advantages of hydrogels based on short peptides. Furthermore, the great capacity of peptides to self-aggregate allows the formation of gels at very low gelator concentration to give soft materials composed, in some cases, 99% of water molecules. In addition, due to the non-covalent nature of peptide hydrogels (they assemble by various physical interactions such as hydrophobic, π-stacking, hydrogen bonding, etc.), they usually show shear-thinning behaviour [32] . Thanks to their shear-thinning behaviour, peptide hydrogels can be administered in vivo by injection, avoiding surgical intervention. Also, they are excellent vehicles for the delivery of cells, because their shear-thinning behaviour, when injected the shear rate is concentrated near the wall of the needle, protecting cells placed in the centre of the needle from damage cause by mechanical stress [32] . However, peptide hydrogels are usually too weak from the mechanical point of view and present a deficient microstructural arrangement, characterized by inhomogeneous pore size and poor reproducibility. Within this context, magnetic control seems an excellent alternative to improve the mechanical properties and microstructure of peptide hydrogels.
(a) Design
Peptide assembly is very sensitive to the experimental conditions and, as such, the simple introduction of nanoparticles may give rise to failure of hydrogel formation. Fortunately, we found that assembly of Fmoc-FF peptides took place in the presence of particles coated by polyethylene glycol (PEG). We used almost pure iron particles for this purpose of two different sizes: iron nanoparticles (FeNPs) of diameter in the range 90 ± 30 nm, as well as iron microparticles (FeµPs) of 900 ± 300 µm. We coated both kinds of particle with a thin layer of PEG by following a water-in-oil emulsion method [33] . The PEG coating protects the iron core from corrosion and gives the particles adequate biocompatibility, as demonstrated in a previous work [34] . Furthermore, PEG also showed affinity to Fmoc-FF peptide [35] . We made use of this affinity to integrate the particles within the hydrogel network. For this aim, we first suspended 100 mg of the PEG-coated particles in 1.5 ml of an aqueous basic solution of Fmoc-FF 0.5% (w/v), sonicated the resulting suspensions for 10 min and then centrifuged it for 5 min at 10 000 rpm, discarding afterwards the supernatant, in order to recuperate the Fmoc-FF/PEG-coated particles. We will refer to these as FeNPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF and FeµPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF, respectively, for the nanosized and micro-sized particles.
For the preparation of the magnetic hydrogels, we followed the protocol described in [35] . Briefly, we homogeneously dispersed by 5 min sonication, adequate amounts of either FeNPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF or FeµPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF in aqueous basic solutions of Fmoc-FF 0.5% (w/v), in order to obtain samples with concentration of magnetic particles 0.6 vol.%. Then, we added 2 molar equivalents of glucono-δ-lactone (GdL) to the basic peptide solution, and homogenized again by 5 s of vortex mixer-GdL is weak acid that progressively decreased the pH of the suspension, provoking the gradual formation of peptide layers that eventually percolated, entrapping the water media and thus building a hydrogel. Immediately afterwards, we placed the samples in the presence of a vertical magnetic field of strength 15 kA m −1 . The application of the magnetic field induced the immediate chaining of the iron particles into columnar structures aligned in the direction of the applied field. After 1 h, the samples were already moderately crosslinked so that the magnetic field can be switched off without apparent collapse of the particle structures. The samples were left at rest for additional 23 h in order to complete the gelation. For comparison, we also prepared non-magnetic hydrogels by following the same protocol without the addition of magnetic particles.
(b) Kinetics of gelation and structure
We monitored the gelation kinetics of the samples by subjecting them to oscillatory strain of 1 Hz of frequency and amplitude 0.001 during the 24 h of the gelling process. From these measurements, we obtained the values of the viscoelastic moduli as a function of time. From the very beginning of the gelling process, the storage modulus (G ) was higher than the loss modulus (G ) for both magnetic hydrogels and non-magnetic hydrogels (data of G not shown here), which is an indication of the quick start of the gelation as soon as GDL was added.
The presence of magnetic particles was also evident from the very beginning of gelation, discerned by larger values of G (much larger in the case of microparticles) in magnetic hydrogels than in non-magnetic hydrogels (figure 1a). This difference was without doubt due to the magnetic field-induced particle chaining. It should be noted, nevertheless, that particle migration in response to an applied magnetic field is a fast process that usually takes only a fraction of a second and, thus, differences in growth of G with time after the first few minutes of gelation must be mainly due to differences in peptide-peptide and particle-peptide interactions. In fact, once aggregates of peptide-coated particles were built, it was expected that they acted as nuclei of condensation increasing cross-linking between peptide fibrils. Note that in a previous work [28] , we showed for fibrin polymer hydrogels that properly functionalized particles acted as nuclei of condensation for the cross-linking of the polymers. The moment of switching off the applied magnetic field (3600 s) was clearly detected by the sharp drop in G in the case of the magnetic hydrogel containing FeNPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF. In the case of the magnetic hydrogel containing FeµPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF, instead of a sharp drop followed by a smooth enhancement of G , a progressive decrement of G with time for several hours was observed (see inserted plot in figure 1a ). Our hypothesis is that columnar structures built by microparticles were too heavy to be held by the peptide structure, which provoked a progressive, partial collapse. In fact, this agreed with direct observations that showed a not perfectly homogeneous hydrogel in this case. Note, nevertheless, that G continued to be considerably higher for magnetic hydrogels even after switching off the field, which can be explained considering that the particle structures were engulfed by the peptides. At this point, it must be remembered that the particles were coated by peptides and, thus, they might be integrated within the peptide network. It should finally be noticed the larger values achieved by the magnetic hydrogels at the stationary state.
The hypothesis of the formation of anisotropic magnetic field-induced particle structures in magnetic hydrogels, and their maintenance after the removal of the field, was confirmed by optical microscopy-e.g. [35] , where particle chains of several micrometres of thickness were observed in an optical photograph for a magnetic hydrogel containing 0.01 vol.% of FeNPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF particles. By means of electron microscopy, we confirmed that FeNPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF particles were perfectly integrated within the peptide network (figure 1b). In fact, we could conclude that gelation of magnetic hydrogels results in anisotropic systems, characterized by the presence of thick columnar structures, composed of magnetic particles and peptide molecules, glued together by physical interactions between peptides themselves and the PEG coating of particles and peptides. These structures do not seem to affect the porosity of the hydrogels [35] . However, it should be noted that for FeµPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF particles, the interaction between particles in the presence of field was so strong that very thick particle structures, easily observable with the naked eye, were induced. These structures were not integrated so nicely as the structures of FeNPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF particles (figure 1c).
(c) Mechanical properties
We characterized the mechanical behaviour of both non-magnetic and magnetic hydrogels in response to oscillatory shear strains (figure 2). As observed, both non-magnetic and magnetic hydrogels showed dependences of G and G as functions of strain amplitude at a constant frequency of oscillation (figure 2a), typical of gel-like systems. That is, approximately constant values of G , much higher than values of G , at low strain amplitude (a region known as linear viscoelastic region-LVR), followed by an increase in G up to a maximum (maximum in dissipation of energy), which represents a yielding point, and a final drop of both magnitudes, G and G , as the value of strain amplitude further increased.
Similarly, the dependences of G and G with frequency of strain oscillation at low amplitude (figure 2b) equally presented typical values of cross-linked systems, characterized by viscoelastic moduli that increased smoothly with the value of the frequency. With respect to the relative magnitudes of G and G for the different systems under study, as observed, the highest values are shown by magnetic hydrogels based on FeNPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF, whereas non-magnetic hydrogels presented the lowest values. It should be noted at this point that no enhancement of the mechanical properties was obtained if magnetic hydrogels were prepared in the absence of applied field (isotropic magnetic hydrogels). The enhancement of the mechanical properties for these magnetic hydrogels can be explained by considering that the columnar structures are percolating. Applying the theoretical prediction for the mechanical properties of mixtures [36] , we obtain G
where superscript v =', '' correspond, respectively, for the storage and loss moduli, Φ is the volume fraction of columnar structures, and subscripts mix, c, m refer, respectively, to mixture, columnar structures and dispersion medium, respectively. Concerning the fact that the enhancement of the viscoelastic moduli is stronger for nanoparticles than for microparticles, we propose two complementary reasons. First, because the surface of the particles is coated by peptides and for a given amount of mass, nanoparticles have much larger (approx. 10 times more) surface than microparticles, it is expected that integration of the particle structures is more effective for nanoparticles, which should result in a stronger enhancement. Secondly, because magnetic interaction is stronger for microparticles, the result for these particles was more the formation of columnar structures, mainly composed of particles, separated from the hydrogel medium, than the actuation of the particles as cross-linking agents between peptide fibres. Note also that the stronger the hydrogel (higher values of G ), the shorter the extension of the LVR. This result is somehow logical, because stronger systems are usually more rigid, and especially in the case of the present study, where strength of the magnetic hydrogels is related to the columnar structures built by the field and 'glued' by the peptides. It is reasonable to consider these particles structures rather rigid. Finally, let us mention that the anisotropy of the magnetic hydrogels was not limited to the appearance of a privileged direction, determined by the direction of the applied field, at the microscopic level, but also to the mechanical properties. In a previous work [35] , we demonstrated for a magnetic hydrogel containing 0.3 vol.% of FeNPs@PEG@Fmoc-FF particles that shearing in a direction parallel to the columnar structures provided storage moduli about five times smaller than those obtained by shearing (like in the present work) in the perpendicular direction to the columnar structures.
Anisotropic fibrin-based magnetic hydrogels
Fibrin is a natural protein involved in the clotting of blood. Fibrin hydrogels are usually prepared by polymerization of fibrinogen obtained by blood plasma, resulting in polymer networks covalently cross-linked [37] . Owing to their natural origin, fibrin-based hydrogels are intrinsically biocompatible and have been broadly used as scaffolds for the preparation of artificial tissues, including cornea, skin, oral mucosa and peripheral nerve [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . A main disadvantage of fibrinbased hydrogels is their mechanical weaknesses. To overcome this problem and strengthen fibrin-based hydrogels, fibrin has been combined with other substances, either natural such as agarose [42, 43] or synthetic such as magnetic particles [28, 44, 45] . Additionally, fibrin-based hydrogels have been subjected to mechanical compression in order to reduce water content and thus enhance their mechanical properties.
(a) Design
Fibrin hydrogels were prepared by addition of Ca 2+ ions to blood plasma, following the protocol first reported by Alaminos and co-workers [38] . Briefly, fibrin fibres are formed by polymerization of fibrinogen molecules, a process that takes place in three steps [28] . (i) Formation of fibrin monomers by thrombin cleavage of fibrinopeptides [46] . (ii) Formation of a non-covalent fibrin polymer network by electrostatic and hydrogen bonding between fibrin monomers. (iii) Covalent cross-linking of the fibrin polymer network, catalysed by the action of transglutaminase enzyme [46] . It should be noted that fibrinogen molecules are soluble before step (i) and contain some positively charged domains [46] . Therefore, they can interact electrostatically with negatively charged particles. In fact, we previously demonstrated that when magnetite nanoparticles with OH − functionalization (MagP-OH nanoparticles from now on) were dispersed in the blood plasma prior to polymerization, these particles were homogeneously integrated within the resulting fibrin hydrogel, forming clusters at the knots of the polymer network [28] . These clusters very likely acted as condensation sites for the subsequent polymerization of the fibrin fibres, following steps (i)-(iii) described above.
For the preparation of the anisotropic magnetic fibrin hydrogels, we used as a magnetic phase MagP-OH nanoparticles. These particles consisted of a spherical core of magnetite (90 vol.%) coated by a layer of polymer with OH − functionalization. In total, the particles have a mean hydrodynamic diameter of 110 nm, as measured by a Zetasizer instrument. We added adequate amounts of suspensions of these particles in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer to liquid human plasma and homogenized the suspensions by mechanical shaking. Then, we added tranexamic acid (which is an antifibrinolytic drug) and a solution of CaCl 2 , which initiated the polymerization process, as mentioned above-see more details in [28] . Immediately afterwards, we poured the mixtures in culture dishes and placed them under the action of a vertical magnetic field of 48 kA m −1 of strength. The magnetic field was maintained during the first 5 min of polymerization. Finally, the samples were left to complete cross-linking for 24 h under culture conditions (37°C with 5% CO 2 ). In order to avoid dehydration, we added PBS to the samples 2 h after the beginning of polymerization. For comparison, we prepared also isotropic magnetic hydrogels following the same protocol, but without the application of a magnetic field. (b) Kinetics of gelation and structure
We monitored G and G as a function of time for oscillatory strain of fixed amplitude (0.001) and frequency (1 Hz). As observed in figure 3a , in all cases, G was higher than G at the beginning of the gelling process, although eventually, there was a cross-over and G becomes larger than G , indicative of a sol-gel transition (figure 3a). The shortest time for the cross-over of G -G (about 15 s) was observed for the anisotropic magnetic hydrogels (magnetic samples gelled for the first 5 min under a magnetic field), which is consistent with the existence of magnetic fieldinduced migration in these samples. The time required for the transition in the isotropic magnetic hydrogels (magnetic samples gelled in the absence of applied magnetic field) was about one order of magnitude longer (approx. 120 s), which was nevertheless considerably shorter than the time for the cross-over in non-magnetic samples (approx. 300 s). From this, we can conclude that the presence of the particles accelerated the kinetics of gelation and that this was even quicker under the application of a magnetic field. In order to connect the kinetics of gelation with the microstructure, we carried out microscopic observation of the hydrogels after complete gelation (figure 3). As observed, there are clear differences between the microstructure observed in the three samples. In the case of the anisotropic magnetic hydrogels, there was as expected an anisotropic structure, consisting of approximately parallel thick strips aligned in the direction of the applied magnetic field. In contrast, for isotropic magnetic hydrogels and for non-magnetic hydrogels, there were isotropic structures. Nevertheless, in the case of non-magnetic hydrogels (figure 3d), the microstructure consisted of polymer fibres randomly distributed, whereas in the case of isotropic magnetic hydrogels (figure 3c), there were knots that cross-linked (each of them) several (of the order of 10) polymer fibres. These knots very likely consisted of clusters of nanoparticles and polymer fibres, which originated as a consequence of the interaction between particles and fibrinogen molecules in the suspensions of particles in plasma, and that grew during the polymerization process, as mentioned in §3b. Consequently, we expect that when a magnetic field was applied at the beginning of the polymerization (anisotropic magnetic hydrogels), due to the magnetic attraction between initial particle/fibrinogen aggregates, some elongated structures were built, which were maintained during the complete polymerization process, giving rise to anisotropic structures, as observed in figure 3b. It should be noted that no large clusters were observed in figure 3b , very likely because orientation started at the very beginning of the polymerization process, preventing the initial aggregates from serving as condensation nuclei and thus from [47] .
a large growth, as observed in the case of magnetic gels not subjected to a field (figure 3c). In this case, the initial aggregates should rather have served to stretch the initial branches of fibrin polymer, which agrees with the observed privileged direction not only of the large parallel strips observed in figure 3b, but also of the polymer fibres composing these strips.
(c) Mechanical properties
Magnetic fibrin hydrogels presented superior mechanical properties when compared with nonmagnetic hydrogels [28, 46, 47] . In the particular case of the rigidity modulus (initial slope of the shear stress versus shear strain curves under stationary conditions), the enhancement reached approximately one order of magnitude for a concentration of magnetic nanoparticles as tiny as 0.4 vol.% (figure 4). As observed, the enhancement of the rigidity modulus was even higher for anisotropic magnetic hydrogels than for isotropic magnetic hydrogels-note that for anisotropic hydrogels, the shear strain was applied perpendicular to the direction of the parallel strips observed in figure 3b. It should be noticed that this enhancement is much larger than the one predicted by the theory of mechanics of composite systems. The enhancement in the absence of applied field must be connected with the role of the clusters of particles as knots for the cross-linking of the polymer network. In fact, the classical theory of the elasticity of polymer networks predicts an increase in the rigidity modulus of a gel with the number of threads linked to each knot [48] . As observed in figure 3c , the presence of these clusters of particles resulted in an enhancement of the number of chains linking with a single cluster, which would justify the enhancement observed for isotropic magnetic hydrogels. Note that we presented a theoretical model based on this hypothesis that semiquatitatively predicted the experimental trends for the rigidity modulus as a function of particle concentration [28] . As for the even higher enhancement of the rigidity modulus for anisotropic magnetic hydrogels, its origin must be connected to the presence of the parallel strips observed in figure 3b . In fact, in a previous work, we also developed a theoretical model which demonstrated that magnetic hydrogels consisting of percolating cylinders of dense phase dispersed in a more diluted environment presented strong enhancement of the rigidity modulus, in agreement with results in figure 4 [47].
Anisotropic magnetic alginate hydrogels
Alginic acid and its salts, which are mainly obtained from the extracellular matrix of brown algae, are biocompatible, non-toxic, abundant in source, cheap and readily available materials which have therefore found great popularity in several fields such as biotechnology, food industry and pharmaceutical industry [49] . In the case of alginate hydrogels, gelation occurs via electrostatic interactions between carboxyl groups of the polymeric chains and calcium ions [50] . This suggests that the properties of alginate hydrogels can be easily modified by the control of the alginate and calcium ion concentrations. In contrast with the previously cited hydrogels, alginate hydrogels are strong, versatile, easily handling and adaptable biomaterials. In spite of the weakness of the ion bonds that form their structure, all the previous advantages, along with the easy incorporation of a magnetic phase, make alginate hydrogels ideal candidates for their use in this context.
(a) Design
We explored two different ranges of size concerning the magnetic phase (nano-and microsized magnetic particles) embedded into the alginate hydrogels. In the first case, we used FeNPs@PEG as magnetic phase, whereas in the second one, silica-coated iron particles (FeCC) (BASF, Germany) of diameter 1.4 ± 0.6 µm and saturation magnetization M S = 1587 ± 2 kA m −1 were used. To prepare the alginate ferrogels with FeNPs@PEG, we dissolved sodium alginate (Sigma Aldrich, USA) in miliQ water at a concentration of 4 wt%. We took 2.6 ml of that solution and added 7.8 mg of calcium carbonate (CaCO 3 ) (Sigma Aldrich, USA) and the magnetic powder needed depending on the desired concentration. This mixture was stirred by a vortex mixer and sonicated during 20 min until it was totally homogeneous. Then, the gelation process was initiated by the addition of 27.8 mg of D-GDL (Sigma Aldrich). The final mixture was placed in a Petri dish and was left at rest at room temperature for 15 min. After that, it was placed between two neodymium (NdFeB) magnets (Webcraft GmbH, Germany) of dimensions 30 × 30 × 15 mm. Depending on the position of the magnets (figure 5), we obtained the so-called 'perpendicular' or 'parallel' anisotropy. This way, we obtained hydrogels with the embedded magnetic particles aligned in different directions depending on the position of the magnets. Note that magnetic particles will form chain-like structures in the direction of the external magnetic field. Finally, the same volume (2.6 ml) of a solution 0.5 M of calcium chloride (CaCl 2 ) (Sigma Aldrich) was added after 10 min in order to strengthen the polymeric network.
On the other hand, in order to avoid particle sedimentation due to their higher size, alginate hydrogels with FeCC particles were prepared using the two-step protocol described in [51] . Thus, we firstly prepared an alginate hydrogel taking 2 ml of a 1% w/v solution of sodium alginate, adding 3 mg of CaCO 3 and 10.7 mg of GDL, and leaving the mixture at rest at room temperature for 90 min after properly homogenization. Then, the just formed soft hydrogel was broken by vortex mixing and the desired amount of FeCC powder was added. The alginate hydrogel with the magnetic phase was sonicated during 10 min and placed in a Petri dish, resting at room temperature for 15 min before placing it between the NdFeB magnets to create the anisotropy. Finally, the same volume of a solution 45 mM of CaCl 2 was added after 10 min. Mechanical characterization of non-magnetic and magnetic hydrogels with both FeNPs@PEG and FeCC magnetic particles was carried out in response to oscillatory shear strains, as previously described for anisotropic magnetic supramolecular hydrogels. For these systems, we studied the values of G corresponding to the LVR at a constant frequency of oscillation of 1 Hz. First of all, as observed in figure 6a for hydrogels with FeNPs@PEG, 'perpendicular' anisotropic hydrogels presented the lowest values of G , even lower than those of non-magnetic hydrogels; whereas 'parallel' anisotropic hydrogels showed intermediate values higher than those of non-magnetic hydrogels but lower than magnetic isotropic hydrogels. Although the values are very close and the uncertainties are pronounced, we applied two-tailed Student ttests and checked that, at the 0.05 significance level, the difference among the mean values is significantly different in all cases. Other experiments with different concentrations of sodium alginate and magnetic particles were carried out without better results. As observed in figure 6b,c, the arrangement of the FeNPs@PEG particles, aligned in the direction of the applied magnetic field, provides the sought anisotropy that explains the differences found in the mechanical properties. Nevertheless, the interaction between the magnetic particles or between the magnetic particles and the alginate fibres is probably not strong enough to ensure a striking effect of the anisotropy induced by this method.
In order to contrast this hypothesis, the viscoelastic moduli of anisotropic alginate hydrogels with FeCC particles were monitored and compared with those obtained in our previous work [51] . We could observe once again the formation of chain-like structures in the direction of the magnetic field applied during the preparation of the hydrogels ( figure 7b,c) . Thus, we confirmed that induced anisotropy arises from the arrangement of the magnetic particles in the internal structure of the hydrogel. In this case, and in the absence of an applied magnetic field during the measure (figure 7a), we always obtained higher values of G for magnetic hydrogels than for non-magnetic ones. In addition, the values obtained for anisotropic hydrogels were very similar to those in isotropic ones. Therefore, we do not observe significant differences between having or not this induced anisotropy. Nevertheless, when an external magnetic field of 282 kA m −1 of intensity was applied during the measure process, a high increase in G appeared for hydrogels with anisotropy in the perpendicular direction of the magnetic field, whereas no differences were observed between hydrogels with anisotropy parallel with the magnetic field and isotropic magnetic hydrogels.
This effect corroborates the hypothesis that not only the spatial anisotropy is important, but also a strong interaction is fundamental in anisotropic hydrogels to provide a noticeable enhancement of their mechanical properties. An essential difference between the peptide-based and the fibrin-based systems studied in the previous paragraphs, and the alginate-based system of the current paragraph, is the fact that in the former systems, a polymerization process that results in the effective integration of the particles within the 3D network took place. In contrast, in the case of alginate-based system, the hydrogel was built by the electrostatic cross-linking of the alginate molecules, mediated by the Ca 2+ ions, resulting in the particles embedded within the polymer network, without the existence of an effective linkage between them and the polymer chains. Other factors, such as the application of a magnetic field, might drive the appearance of anisotropy, as shown in figure 7a . Thus, we may conclude that different experimental factors, such as polymer nature, particle coating or gelation process, are decisive to create a system with proper interactions and, therefore, satisfactory anisotropy.
Conclusion
We have presented in this manuscript three different approaches for the fabrication of anisotropic magnetic hydrogels. In all three cases, anisotropy was achieved by non-contact magnetic forces acting on the magnetic particles used in the formulation of the hydrogels, without dehydration of the hydrogels.
In the first approach, very short peptides (Fmoc-FF) were adsorbed on magnetic particles and these Fmoc-FF-coated particles were included in the hydrogel precursor mixture. Then, sol-gel transition was initiated by pH change and a magnetic field was immediately applied. According to the results, in this case, particle migration by the action of magnetic field took place quickly, so that anisotropy basically consisted of chains of particles that were perfectly integrated within the final peptide hydrogel. We found that anisotropic magnetic peptide hydrogels presented superior mechanical properties, characterized by higher rheological moduli, than non-magnetic peptide hydrogels, and that this superior behaviour was a direct consequence of the anisotropic structure, because no differences were obtained for isotropic magnetic hydrogels with respect to non-magnetic ones.
In a different approach, fibrinogen monomers were electrostatically bounded to magnetic particles and then the beginning of the polymerization process was induced, followed by the almost immediate application of a magnetic field. In this case, the results indicated that long polymer fibres were built prior to the magnetic field alignment, which resulted in a microstructure consisting of elongated bands aligned with the magnetic field, constituted by particles and polymer fibres presenting a privileged orientation. From the macroscopic point of view, this anisotropic magnetic hydrogels demonstrated stronger mechanical properties than isotropic magnetic hydrogels and much stronger than non-magnetic hydrogels.
Finally, we also investigated anisotropic magnetic hydrogels prepared by polymerization of a mixture of magnetic particles and alginate polymer. Since particles were coated either by PEG or by silica, and the precursor alginate ions were negatively charged in water, only weak hydrogen bonds between alginate macromolecules and particles was expected. Consequently, when anisotropy was pursued by application of a magnetic field, in this case not completely satisfactory results were obtained, even though the existence of aligned structures at the microscopic level was corroborated. However, differences in the bulk mechanical properties in the absence of an applied magnetic field during measurements were marginal. Only the application of a moderate magnetic field during rheological measurements (magnetorheological measurements) resulted in much stronger rheological values than non-magnetic hydrogels and clear anisotropic mechanical properties.
To conclude, we could state that anisotropy can be easily achieved in magnetic hydrogels by means of applied magnetic fields. Nevertheless, optimization of the anisotropic behaviour requires attraction between the particles and the polymer or peptide fibres, and adjustment of the experimental factors related to magnetic field application, so that magnetic field-induced migration drags not only particles, but also long filaments attached to them. The results of our work may be extrapolated to other polymer or peptide systems of interest. Given the importance of anisotropy in many biological processes, we expect a fast growth of the field of anisotropic hydrogels, both from a fundamental point of view, as well as from the perspective of applications.
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